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DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus. More particularly, 
the present invention is directed to a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus that operates in a dry 
mode, a wet mode and a hybrid wet/dry mode in order to conserve water and, possibly, abate 
plume.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Heat exchangers are well known in the art. By way of example, a conventional heat 
exchanger 2, sometimes referred to as a "closed-circuit cooler", is diagrammatically illustrated 
in Figures 1 and 2. The heat exchanger 2 includes a container 4, a heat exchanger device 6, a 
cooling water distribution system 8, an air flow mechanism such as a fan assembly 10 as 
illustrated and a controller 12. The container 4 has a top wall 4a, a bottom wall 4b and a 
plurality of side walls 4c. The plurality of side walls 4c are connected to each other and 
connected to the top wall 4a and the bottom wall 4b to form a generally box-shaped chamber 
14. The chamber 14 has a water basin chamber portion 14a, an exit chamber portion 14b and 
a central chamber portion 14c. The water basin portion 14a is defined by the bottom wall 4b 
and lower portions of the side walls 4c. The water basin portion 14a contains evaporative 
cooling water CW. The exit chamber portion 14b is defined by the top wall 4a and upper 
portions of the side walls 4c. The central chamber portion 14c is defined between and among 
central portions of the connected side walls 4c and is positioned between the water basin 
chamber portion 14a and the exit chamber portion 14b. The top wall 4a is formed with an air 
outlet 16. The air outlet 16 is in fluid communication with the exit chamber portion 14b. Also, for 
this particular conventional heat exchanger 2, each one of the side walls 4c is formed with an 
air inlet 18 in communication with the central chamber portion 14c. A plurality of louver 
modules 20 are mounted to the side walls 4c in the respective the air inlets 18. The plurality of 
louver modules 20 are disposed adjacent to and above the water basin chamber portion 14a 
and are operative to permit ambient air, represented as Cold Air IN arrows, to enter into the 
central chamber portion 14c.

[0003] The heat exchanger device 6 is disposed in and extends across the central chamber 
portion 14c adjacent to and below the exit chamber portion 14b. The heat exchanger device 6 
is operative to convey a hot fluid, represented as a Hot Fluid IN arrow, therethrough from a hot 
fluid source 22. It would be appreciated by a skilled artisan that the hot fluid could be water, a 
refrigerant, steam or such other gaseous or liquid fluid known in the art to be cooled by a heat 
exchanger device. The Hot Fluid IN exits the heat exchanger device 6 as cold fluid, 
represented as a Cold Fluid OUT arrow. Although a single heat exchanger device 6 can be 
used in any conventional heat exchanger 2, this heat exchanger device 6 includes a 
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conventional first heat exchanger component 6a and a conventional second heat exchanger 
component 6b juxtaposed and in fluid communication with the first heat exchanger component 
6a. Also, in the alternative, a conventional heat exchanger 2 might have a heat exchanger 
device 6 with a first heat exchanger component 6b and a second heat exchanger component 
6b that are fluidically isolated from one another. A connector pipe 22 interconnects the first and 
second heat exchanger components 6a and 6b so that the first heat exchanger component 6a 
and the second heat exchanger component 6b are in serial fluid communication with one 
another. However, the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger 
component 6b can be connected in parallel fluid communication with one another or, 
alternatively, the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger 
component 6b can be disconnected from one another and are then considered in fluid isolation 
from one another.

[0004] As shown in Figures 1 and 2, both the first and second heat exchanger components 6a 
and 6b are tube structures. The first heat exchanger device 6a is a single, continuous tube 34 
having a serpentine configuration with straight tube sections 34a having a plurality of fins 36 
depicted by the vertical dashes. The tube structure of the second heat exchanger device 6b 
includes a plurality of straight bare tube sections 34a, i.e, tube sections without fins, in a 
straight-through configuration that interconnect an inlet header box 44a and a outlet header 
box 44b.

[0005] The cooling water distribution system 8 includes a water distribution manifold 24 that 
extends across the central chamber portion 14c and is disposed above and adjacent to the 
heat exchanger device 6. In a Pump ON state, a pump 26 is operative for pumping the 
evaporative cooling water CW from the water basin chamber portion 14a to and through the 
water distribution manifold 24. Thus, the evaporative cooling water CW is distributed onto the 
heat exchanger device 6 as represented by the water droplets 28 in Figure 2. When the water 
droplets 28 rain downwardly onto the heat exchanger device 6 and into the water basin 
chamber portion 14a, the conventional heat exchanger 2 is in a WET mode as illustrated in 
Figure 2. Correspondingly, with the pump is in a Pump OFF state, no water droplets 28 rain 
downwardly and, thus, the heat exchanger 2 is in a DRY mode as illustrated in Figure 1.

[0006] As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the cooling water distribution system 8 includes a 
plurality of spray nozzles 30. The spray nozzles 30 are connected to and are in fluid 
communication with the water distribution manifold 24 so that the pump 26 pumps the 
evaporative cooling water CW to the water distribution manifold 24 and through the spray 
nozzles 30. However, one of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that in lieu of spray 
nozzles 30, the cooling water distribution system 8 might include a weir arrangement, a drip 
arrangement or some other cooling water distribution arrangement known in the art.

[0007] Furthermore, in Figures 1 and 2, the heat exchanger 2 includes an eliminator structure 
32 that extends across the chamber 14 and is disposed between the water distribution 
manifold 24 and the air outlet 16. The eliminator structure 32 is positioned in a manner such 
that the exit chamber portion 14b of the chamber 14 is disposed above the eliminator structure 
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32 and the central chamber portion 14c of the chamber 14 is disposed below the eliminator 
structure 32.

[0008] In a Fan ON state shown in both Figures 1 and 2, the fan assembly 10 is operative for 
causing the ambient air represented by the Cold Air IN arrows to flow through the heat 
exchanger 2 from the air inlet 18, across the heat exchanger device 6 and the water 
distribution manifold 24 and through the air outlet 16. Shown in Figure 1, in the DRY mode, hot 
dry air represented by the Hot Dry Air Out arrow flows out of the air outlet 16. Shown in Figure 
2, in the WET mode, hot humid air represented by Hot Humid Air Out arrow flows out of the air 
outlet 16. As known in the art, the fan assembly 10 shown in Figures 1 and 2 is an induced 
draft system to induce the ambient air to flow through the container 4 as illustrated.

[0009] The controller 12 is operative to selectively energize or de-energize the cooling water 
distribution system 8 and the fan assembly 10 by automatically or manually switching the 
cooling water distribution system 8 and the fan assembly 10 between their respective ON 
states and an OFF states in order to cause the heat exchanger 2 to operate in either the WET 
mode or the DRY mode. The controller 12 might be an electro-mechanical device, a software- 
operated electronic device or even a human operator. In Figure 1, for the heat exchanger 2 to 
be in the DRY mode, the controller 12 switches the fan assembly 10 to the Fan ON state and 
switches the pump 26 to the Pump OFF state. In Figure 2, for the heat exchanger 2 to be in 
the WET mode, the controller 12 switches the fan assembly 10 to the Fan ON state and 
switches the pump 26 to the Pump ON state. More particularly, in the WET mode, both the fan 
assembly 10 and the cooling water distribution system 8 are energized resulting in the ambient 
air (Cold Air IN arrows) flowing through the heat exchanger device 6 and the evaporative 
cooling water CW being distributed onto and across the heat exchanger device 6 to generate 
the hot humid air (Hot Humid Air OUT arrow in Figure 2) that exits through the air outlet 16. 
And, in the DRY mode, only the fan assembly 10 is energized while the cooling water 
distribution system 8 is de-energized resulting in the ambient air (Cold Air IN arrows) flowing 
across the heat exchanger device 6, without the evaporative cooling water CW being 
distributed onto and across the heat exchanger device 6, to generate hot dry air (Hot Dry Air 
OUT arrow in Figure 1) that subsequently exits through the air outlet 16.

[0010] Typically, during the summer months, the heat exchanger 2 operates in the WET mode 
and, during the winter months, the heat exchanger 2 operates in the DRY mode. Sometimes, 
during the spring and fall months, the ambient conditions cause the hot humid air that exits the 
heat exchanger to condense, thereby forming a visible plume P of water condensate. The 
general public sometimes mistakenly perceive this visible plume P of water condensate as air
polluting smoke. Also, some people, who know that this plume P is merely water condensate, 
believe that the minute water droplets that constitute the visible plume P might contain disease
causing bacteria. As a result, a heat exchanger that spews a visible plume P of water 
condensate is undesirable.

[0011] There are two limitations on heat exchangers that the present invention addresses. 
First, particularly in cold climates, closed circuit coolers can emit plume when the warm, humid 
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air being discharged from the unit meets the cold, dry air in the ambient environment. The 
general public sometimes mistakenly perceives this visible plume of water condensate as air
polluting smoke. Second, water is considered to be a scarce and valuable resource in certain 
regions. In certain aspects of the present invention, there is an increased capacity to perform 
the cooling functions in a DRY mode, where little or no water is needed to achieve the cooling 
function.

[0012] A skilled artisan would appreciate that the diagrammatical views provided herein are 
representative drawing figures that represent either a single heat exchanger as described 
herein or a bank of heat exchangers.

[0013] It would be beneficial to provide a heat exchanger that conserves water. It would also 
be beneficial to provide a heat exchanger apparatus that might also inhibit the formation of a 
plume of water condensate. The present invention provides these benefits.

[0014] US 6,142,219 discloses a system and method of extracting heat. Three heat exchange 
sections are provided: a dry indirect contact heat exchange section; a second indirect contact 
heat exchange section that is operable in either a wet or dry mode; and a direct contact heat 
exchange section. As a fluid cooler, a connecting flow path connects the dry indirect contact 
heat exchange section to the second indirect contact heat exchange section. A bypass flow 
path extends from the dry indirect contact heat exchange section to the process fluid outlet. A 
modulating valve is at the outlet so that process fluid can be selectively drawn from the dry 
indirect contact heat exchange section alone, from the second indirect contact heat exchange 
section in series with the dry indirect contact heat exchange section, or from both the dry and 
second indirect contact heat exchange sections and mixed. Separate air streams pass through 
the second indirect and direct contact heat exchange sections before entering the dry indirect 
contact heat exchange section. As a condenser, process fluid is directed to the dry indirect 
contact heat exchange section alone or to the dry and second indirect contact heat exchange 
sections in parallel by valves in the process fluid supply lines. The system is operable in 
different modes to extract heat from the process fluid in the most efficient way with respect to 
annual water consumption. At low temperatures, the system operates dry with primary heat 
extraction performed by the dry indirect contact heat exchange section. At higher 
temperatures, the air streams may be adiabatically saturated with evaporative liquid to precool 
them below the dry bulb temperature before entering the dry indirect contact heat exchange 
section. At still higher temperatures, the apparatus may be operated in a wet mode with the 
primary heat extraction performed by the second indirect contact heat exchange section.

[0015] DE 28 40 317 discloses a gas/liquid contact body which has a plurality of spaced 
sheets, the top edges of which are formed with outwardly directed portions which cooperate to 
subdivide the top of the contact body into at least two groups of openings, one group of which 
communicates with only every second channel between sheets. In this way, when positioned in 
an evaporative cooler having ducts for the supply of water, the contact body may be positioned 
so that only every other channel receives water from the duct whereby air passing through the 
dry channel swill be heated and will mix with the moist air passing through the wet channels 
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and thereby avoid the formation of a mist when escaping into the atmosphere above the 
evaporative cooler.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0016] It is an object of the invention to provide a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus that might 
inhibit the formation of a plume of water condensate when ambient conditions are optimal for 
formation of the same.

[0017] It is another object of the invention to provide a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus that 
conserves water by enhanced dry cooling capabilities.

[0018] Accordingly, a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the present invention is hereinafter 
described. The hybrid heat exchanger apparatus includes a heat exchanger device with a hot 
fluid flowing through it, a cooling water distribution system and an air flow mechanism such as 
a fan assembly for causing ambient air to flow across the heat exchanger device. The cooling 
water distribution system distributes evaporative cooling water onto the heat exchanger device 
in a manner to wet only a portion of the heat exchanger device while allowing a remaining dry 
portion of the heat exchanger device. The remaining dry portion of the heat exchanger enables 
cooling in a non-evaporative manner. The air flow mechanism causes ambient air to flow 
across the heat exchanger device to generate hot humid air from the ambient air flowing 
across the wet portion of the heat exchanger device and hot dry air from the ambient air 
flowing across the remaining dry portion of the heat exchanger device. One aspect of the 
present invention mixes the hot humid air and the hot dry air together to form a hot air mixture 
thereof to abate plume if the appropriate ambient atmospheric conditions are present. Another 
aspect of the present invention isolates the hot humid air and the hot dry air from one another 
and, therefore, does not necessarily abate plume.

[0019] A method of the present invention inhibits formation of a water-based condensate from 
a heat exchanger apparatus having a cooling water distribution system and a heat exchanger 
device with a hot fluid flowing therethrough. The method includes the steps of:

distributing evaporative cooling water from the cooling water distribution system onto the heat 
exchanger device in a manner to wet a portion of the heat exchanger device while allowing a 
remaining portion of the heat exchanger device to be dry;

causing ambient air to flow across the heat exchanger device to generate hot humid air from 
the ambient air flowing across the wet portion of the heat exchanger device and hot dry air 
from the ambient air flowing across the remaining dry portion of the heat exchanger device; 
and

mixing the hot humid air and the hot dry air together to form a hot air mixture thereof.
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[0020] These objects and other advantages of the present invention will be better appreciated 
in view of the detailed description of the exemplary embodiments of the present invention with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a conventional heat exchanger operating in a dry mode.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a conventional heat exchanger operating in a wet mode.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a first exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus not part of the present invention because of not having the partition as defined in 
claim 1 operating in the dry mode.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the first exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus not part of the present invention operating in the wet mode.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the first exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus not part of the present invention operating in a hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a second exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the dry mode.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the second exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the wet mode.

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the second exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram of a third exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus of the present invention operating in the dry mode.

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of the third exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the wet mode.

Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of the third exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of a fourth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus not part of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of a fifth third exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 14 is a schematic diagram of a sixth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger
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apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 15 is a schematic diagram of a seventh exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 16 is a schematic diagram of an eighth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 17 is a flow diagram of a method of operating the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of 
the first through eighth exemplary embodiments of the present invention.

Figure 18 is a schematic diagram of a ninth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus of the present invention operating in the hybrid wet/dry mode.

Figure 19 is a flow diagram of a method of operating the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of 
the ninth exemplary embodiment of the present invention in Figure 18.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be described with 
reference to the attached drawing figures. The structural components common to those of the 
prior art and the structural components common to respective embodiments of the present 
invention will be represented by the same symbols and repeated description thereof will be 
omitted. Furthermore, terms such as "cold", "hot", "humid", "dry", "cooling" and the like shall be 
construed as relative terms only as would be appreciated by a skilled artisan and shall not be 
construed in any limiting manner whatsover.

[0023] A first exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 100 not part of the 
present invention is hereinafter described with reference to Figures 3-5. As shown in Figures
3-5,  the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 100 includes a first cooling water distribution system 
8a and a second cooling water distribution system 8b. The first cooling water distribution 
system 8a has a first water distribution manifold 24a that extends partially across the central 
chamber portion 14c and is disposed above and adjacent to the first heat exchanger 
component 6a. The first cooling water distribution system 8a also has a first pump 26a that is 
operative for pumping the evaporative cooling water CW from the water basin chamber portion 
14a to and through the first water distribution manifold 24a. As a result, the spray nozzles 30a 
spray the evaporative cooling water CW thereby the evaporative cooling water CW is 
distributed onto the first heat exchanger component 6a. Correspondingly, the second cooling 
water distribution system 8b has a second water distribution manifold 24b that extends partially 
across the central chamber portion 14c and is disposed above and adjacent to the second 
heat exchanger component 6b. The second cooling water distribution system 8b also has a 
second pump 26b that is operative for pumping the evaporative cooling water CW from the 
water basin chamber portion 14a to and through the water distribution manifold 24a. As a 
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result, the evaporative cooling water CW is sprayed from the spray nozzles 30b and thus the 
evaporative cooling water CW is distributed onto the second heat exchanger component 6b. 
Note that the first and second cooling water distribution systems 8a and 8b operate 
independently of one another and, other than pumping evaporative cooling water CW from the 
water basin chamber portion 14a, are otherwise considered in fluid isolation from one another. 
Also, the first pump 26a and the first water distribution manifold 24a are in selective fluid 
communication with one another and the second pump 26b and the second water distribution 
manifold 24b are in selective fluid communication with one another.

[0024] A controller (not shown but illustrated for example purposes in Figures 1 and 2) is 
operative for causing the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 100 to operate in either a DRY 
mode as illustrated in Figure 3, a WET mode as illustrated in Figure 4 and a HYBRID 
WET/DRY mode as illustrated in Figure 5. For sake of clarity of the drawing figures, the 
controller was intentionally not illustrated because one of ordinary skill in the art would 
appreciate that a controller can automatically change the ON and OFF states of the pumps 
26a and 26b and the fan assembly 10. Alternatively, one of ordinary skill in the art would 
appreciate that the controller might be a human operator who can manually change the ON 
and OFF states of the pumps 26a and 26b and the fan assembly 10. As a result, rather than 
illustrating a controller, the ON and OFF states of the pumps 26a and 26b and the fan 
assembly 10 are illustrated.

[0025] In the DRY mode illustrated in Figure 3, only the fan assembly 10 is energized in the 
ON state while both of the cooling water distribution systems 8a and 8b are de-energized, i.e., 
in the OFF states. As a result, the ambient air represented as the Cold Air IN arrows flows 
across the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b 
device without the evaporative cooling water CW being distributed onto and across the first and 
second heat exchanger components 6a and 6b. In this manner, hot dry air represented as the 
Hot Dry Air OUT arrow is generated that subsequently exits through the air outlet 16.

[0026] In the WET mode illustrated in Figure 4, the fan assembly 10 and both of the cooling 
water distribution systems 8a and 8b are energized in their respective ON states. As a result, 
the ambient air represented as the Cold Air IN arrows flows across respective ones of the first 
heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b and the 
evaporative cooling water CW is distributed onto and across the first and second heat 
exchanger components 6a and 6b to generate hot humid air as represented as the Hot Humid 
Air OUT arrow that subsequently exits through the air outlet 16.

[0027] In the HYBRID WET/DRY mode, the fan assembly 10 and the cooling water distribution 
system 8a are energized in their ON states while the cooling water distribution system 8b is de
energized, i.e., in its OFF state. As a result, the cooling water distribution system 8a distributes 
evaporative cooling water CW across and onto the first heat exchanger component 6a in a 
manner to wet the first heat exchanger component 6a while the second heat exchanger 
component 6b is dry. Simultaneously therewith, the fan assembly 10 causes the ambient air 
represented as the Cold Air IN arrows to flow across the first heat exchanger component 6a to
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generate HOT HUMID AIR from the ambient air represented as the Cold Air IN arrows flowing 
across the wet first heat exchanger component 6a and HOT DRY AIR from the ambient air 
represented as the Cold Air IN arrows flowing across the dry second heat exchanger 
component 6b. Thereafter, the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR mix together to form a 
HOT AIR MIXTURE that subsequently exits through the air outlet 16 as represented by the 
HOTAIR MIXTURE OUT arrow. The HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR also flow through 
the eliminator structure 32, into the exit chamber portion 14b and through the fan assembly 10 
before exiting the air outlet 16.

[0028] One of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that mixing of the HOT HUMID AIR and 
the HOT DRY AIR to form the HOT AIR MIXTURE is achieved as a result of the torrent of air 
flowing through the container 4 as well as through the fan assembly 10. Additional mixing, if 
desired, can also be achieved as discussed hereinbelow.

[0029] By way of example only and not by way of limitation, each one of the first and second 
heat exchanger components 6a and 6b is a tubular structure which is represented in the 
drawing figures as a single, continuous tube 34. However, one of ordinary skill in the art would 
appreciate that, in practice, the tubular structure is actually fabricated from a plurality of tubes 
aligned in rows. The representative single, continuous tube 34 is formed in a serpentine tube 
configuration as shown in Figures 3-5 that has straight tube sections 34a and return bend 
sections 34b. Although not by way of limitation but by example only, straight tube section 34a 
has a plurality of fins 36 connected thereto to form a finned tube structure.

[0030] A second exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 of the 
present invention is shown in Figures 6-8. The hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 includes 
a partition 38. The partition 38 vertically divides the heat exchanger device 6 so that, when the 
hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 is in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode as shown in Figure 8, 
the wet first heat exchanger component 6a and the dry heat exchanger component 6b are 
delineated. Specifically, the partition 38 is disposed between the first water distribution manifold 
section 24a and the second water distribution manifold section 24b and between the first heat 
exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b. As depicted in 
Figure 8, when the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 is in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode, a 
first operating zone Z1 in the central chamber portion 14c and a second operating zone of the 
central chamber portion 14c are delineated. The first operating zone Z1 of the central chamber 
portion 14c has a horizontal first operating zone width WZ1 and the second operating zone Z2 
of the central chamber portion 14c has a horizontal second operating zone width WZ2. By way 
of example only for the second exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus 200, the horizontal first operating zone width ZW1 and the horizontal second 
operating zone width ZW2 are at least substantially equal to each other.

[0031] For the second exemplarly embodiment of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200, 
the first heat exchanger component 6a is a conventional finned tube structure as discussed 
above and the second heat exchanger component 6b is has a tube structure formed with a 
plurality of straight tube sections 34a in a conventional header-box configuration. Each one of 
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the straight tube sections 34a are bare tubes in that there are no fins connected to the straight 
tube sections 34a.

[0032] With reference to Figures 6-8, the cooling water distribution system 8 includes a valve 
40 that is interposed in the water distribution manifold 24 that divides the water distribution 
manifold 24 into the first water distribution manifold section 24a and the second water 
distribution manifold section 24b being in selective fluid communication with the first water 
distribution manifold section 24a. Again, a controller is not shown in Figures 6-8 to maintain 
clarity of the drawing figures. However, one of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that the 
controller is operative to move the valve 40 to and between a Valve OPENED state and a Valve 
CLOSED state as reflected by the legend on Figures 6-8. With the valve 40 disposed between 
the first water distribution manifold section 24a and the second water distribution manifold 
section 24b, when the valve 40 is in the Valve OPENED state as shown in Figures 6 and 7, the 
first and second water distribution manifold sections 24a and 24b respectively are in fluid 
communication with one another. In Figure 6 with the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 in 
the DRY mode, the valve 40 might also be in the Valve CLOSED state because the pump 26 is 
in the Pump OFF state. As a result, both the first and second operating zones Z1 and Z2 
respectively are dry. In Figure 7 with the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 in the WET 
mode, the valve 40 is in the Valve OPENED state and the pump 26 is in the Pump ON state. As 
a result, both the first and second operating zones Z1 and Z2 respectively are wet. In Figure 8 
with the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 in a HYBRID WET/DRY mode, the valve 40 is in 
the Valve CLOSED state and the pump 26 is in the Pump ON state. When the valve 40 is in the 
Valve CLOSED state, the first water distribution manifold section 24a and the second water 
distribution manifold section 24b are in fluid isolation from one another. As a result, the first 
operating zone Z1 is wet while the second operating zone Z2 is dry so that the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus 200 can operate in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode.

[0033] A third exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 300 of the 
present invention is shown in Figures 9-11 that operates in the DRY mode (Figure 9), the WET 
mode (Figure 10) and the HYBRID WET/DRY mode (Figure 11) in a manner similar to the 
hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 200 discussed above. By way of example only and not by 
way of limitation, the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 300 includes a mixing baffle structure 
42. The mixing baffle structure 42 extends across the chamber 14 in the exit chamber portion 
14b thereof. As best shown in Figure 12, the mixing baffle structure 42 is operative to assist in 
mixing the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR as the HOTAIR MIXTURE before it exits 
the air outlet 16.

[0034] For the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 300 illustrated in Figures 9-11, the heat 
exchanger device 6 includes the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat 
exchanger component 6b, which, as discussed above, are the finned tube structures. Also, 
heat exchangers sometimes use fill media as a direct means of heat transfer, whether alone or 
in conjunction with coils such as the invention described in U.S. Patent No. 6,598,862. As 
depicted in Figures 9-11 of the present invention, the heat exchanger device 6 includes a 
conventional first fill material structure 6a1 and a conventional second fill material structure 6bl, 
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both of which being fabricated from the fill media. The first heat exchange component 6a and 
the first fill material structure 6al are vertically arranged with one on top of the other and the 
second heat exchanger component 6b and the second fill material structure 6b1 are vertically 
arranged with one on top of the other. More specifically, by way of example only and not by 
way of limitation, the first heat exchange component 6a is vertically positioned above the first 
fill material structure 6a1 and the second heat exchanger component 6b is vertically positioned 
above the second fill material structure 6b 1.

[0035] The following exemplary embodiments of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the 
present invention are illustrated only in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode. A skilled artisan would 
comprehend that the controller controls the Fan ON state of the fan assembly 10 and Pump 
ON and Pump OFF states of the pumps 26a and 26b to achieve the DRY mode, the WET 
mode and the HYBRID WET/DRY mode of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the present 
invention as discussed hereinabove.

[0036] A fourth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 400 not part of 
the present invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is shown in Figure 12. The heat 
exchanger device 6 is conventional and is a single unit, i.e., the heat exchanger device 6 does 
not include a first heat exchanger component and a second heat exchanger component. The 
heat exchanger device 6 includes a plurality of straight tube sections 34a with each straight 
tube section having fins 36. As the HOT FLUID flows through this single-unit heat exchanger 
device 6, the HOT FLUID as the Hot Fluid IN flows into an inlet header box 44a, then through 
the plurality of the finned, straight tube sections 34a and thereafter into an outlet header box 
44b as the Cold Fluid OUT. Thus, this tube structure is a straight-through configuration.

[0037] Note also that even though the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 400 lacks a partition, 
the first operating zone Z1 and the second operating zone Z2 exist. In the HYBRID WET/DRY 
mode of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 400, only the fan assembly 10 and the first 
cooling water distribution system 6a are energized such that only the first cooling water 
distribution system 26a distributes evaporative cooling water CW across and onto the single
unit heat exchanger device 6 in a manner to wet a portion of the heat exchanger device 6 in 
the first operating zone Z1 while a remaining portion of the heat exchanger device 6 is dry in 
the second operating zone Z2. Simultaneously therewith, the fan assembly 10 in the Fan ON 
state causes the ambient air illustrated as the Cold Air IN arrows to flow across the heat 
exchanger device 6 to generate the HOT HUMID AIR from the ambient air (represented as the 
Cold Air IN arrows) flowing across the wet portion of the heat exchanger device 6 in the first 
operating zone Z1 and the HOT DRY AIR from the ambient air (represented as the Cold Air IN 
arrows) flowing across the remaining dry portion of the heat exchanger device 6 in the second 
operating zone Z2 so that the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR thereafter mix together 
to form the HOT AIR MIXTURE that subsequently exits the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 
400 through the air outlet 16.

[0038] A fifth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 500 of the present 
invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is shown in Figure 13. The heat exchanger device 6 
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is conventional and includes the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat 
exchanger component 6b as a finned, serpentine tube structures. In this fifth exemplary 
embodiment, the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger 
component 6b are in parallel fluid communication with one another. As the HOT FLUID flows 
through this heat exchanger device 6, the HOT FLUID as the Hot Fluid IN flows into the inlet 
header box 44a, then through each one of the first and second heat exchanger components 
6a and 6b respectively and thereafter into the outlet header box 44b as the Cold Fluid OUT. 
Further, the horizontal first operating zone width ZW1 and the horizontal second operating 
zone width ZW2 are different from one another. More specifically, the horizontal first operating 
zone width ZW1 is smaller than the horizontal second operating zone width ZW2. Additionally, 
each one of the first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger 
component 6b employs bare tubes formed in a serpentine configuration and are serially 
connected together.

[0039] A sixth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 600 of the 
present invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is shown in Figure 14. Each one of the first 
heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b is conventional 
and employs a single, continuous, bare tube 34 formed in a serpentine configuration. The first 
heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b are serially 
connected together.

[0040] A seventh exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 700 of the 
present invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is shown in Figure 15. The first and second 
water distribution systems 8a and 8b respectfully are like the ones discussed for the first 
exemplary embodiment of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 100. Note, however, that the 
first heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b are in fluid 
isolation from one another.

[0041] An eighth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 800 of the 
present invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is shown in Figure 16. Rather than an 
induced-draft fan assembly 10 as represented in Figures 1-15 shown mounted to the container 
4 adjacent the air outlet 16, a fan assembly 110, sometimes referred to as a forced draft 
system, is mounted at the air inlet 18 as an alternative air flow mechanism. Thus, rather than 
an induced draft system as represented in Figures 1-15, the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 
800 is considered a forced draft system.

[0042] In Figure 17, a method for inhibiting formation of a water-based condensate from the 
hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the present invention is described. The heat exchanger 
apparatus has the cooling water distribution system 8 and the heat exchanger device 6 as 
described above. The heat exchanger device has the HOT FLUID that flows therethrough, i.e., 
from the Hot Fluid IN to the Cold Fluid OUT. Step S10 distributes the evaporative cooling water 
CW from the cooling water distribution system 8 onto the heat exchanger device 6 in a manner 
to wet a portion of the heat exchanger device 6 (for instance, in Figure 12) while allowing a 
remaining portion of the heat exchanger device 6 to be dry (for instance, in Figure 12). Step 12 
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causes ambient air (represented as the Cold Air IN arrows) to flow across the heat exchanger 
device 6 to generate HOT HUMID AIR from the ambient air flowing across the wet portion of 
the heat exchanger device 6 in the first operating zone Z1 and HOT DRY AIR from the ambient 
air flowing across the remaining dry portion of the heat exchanger device 6 in the second 
operating zone Z2. Step 14 mixes the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR together to form 
the HOT AIR MIXTURE. To enhance the method of the present invention, it might be beneficial 
to include yet another step. This step would provide the partition 38 that would extend vertically 
between the wet portion of the heat exchanger device 6 and the remaining dry portion of the 
heat exchanger device 6.

[0043] Ideally, the HOTAIR MIXTURE of the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR exits the 
hybrid heat exchanger apparatus either without a visible plume P (see Figure 2) of the water
based condensate or at least substantially without a visible plume P of the water-based 
condensate. However, a skilled artisan would appreciate that, when the HOT AIR MIXTURE of 
the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR exits the heat exchanger apparatus, visible wisps 
W of the water-based condensate as represented in Figure 5 might appear exteriorly of the 
heat exchanger apparatus without departing from the spirit of the invention.

[0044] In order to execute the method of the first through eighth embodiments of the present 
invention, the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the present invention has the heat 
exchanger device 6 with the hot fluid flowing therethrough. The hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus of the present invention includes the cooling water distribution system 8 and the air 
flow mechanism such as the fan assembly 10 or 110 for causing ambient air represented as 
the Cold Air IN arrows to flow across the heat exchanger device 6. The cooling water 
distribution system 8 distributes evaporative cooling water CW onto the heat exchanger device 
6 in a manner to wet a portion of the heat exchanger device 6 (for example, operating zone Z1 
in Figure 12) while allowing a remaining portion of the heat exchanger device 6 to be dry (for 
example, operating zone Z2 in Figure 12). As best shown in Figure 13, the mixing baffle 
structure 42 represents the means for mixing the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR 
together to form THE HOT AIR MIXTURE. However, one of ordinary skill in the art would 
appreciate that induced draft-air and forced draft-air heat exchanger apparatuses have high- 
velocity air flowing therethrough. As a result, it is theorized that shortly after the ambient air 
passes across the respective ones of the wet and dry portions of the heat exchanger device, 
the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR begin to mix. Furthermore, it is theorized that 
mixing also occurs as the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR flow through the fan 
assembly 10 of the induced draft system. Thus, it may not be necessary to add the mixing 
baffle structure 42 or any other device or structure to effectively mix the HOT HUMID AIR and 
the HOT DRY AIR into the HOT AIR MIXTURE in order to inhibit formation of a plume of 
condensed water as the HOT AIR MIXTURE exits the container 14.

[0045] A ninth exemplary embodiment of a hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 900 of the 
present invention in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode is illustrated in Figure 18. By way of example 
only, the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 900 includes a conventional first heat exchanger 
component 6a that incorporates a combination of straight tube sections 34a with fins 36 and 
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bare tube sections 34a, i.e, without fins and a conventional second heat exchanger component 
6b that has all bare tube sections 34a. Note that the partition 38 is disposed between the first 
heat exchanger component 6a and the second heat exchanger component 6b, between first 
water distribution manifold 24a and the second water distribution manifold 24b and between a 
first eliminator structure section 32a and a second eliminator structure 32b and terminates in 
contact with the top wall 4a of the container 4. In effect, the partition 38 acts as an isolating 
panel that isolates the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR from one another inside the 
heat exchanger apparatus 900.

[0046] Further, the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 900 includes a first fan assembly 10a 
and a second fan assembly 10b. The first fan assembly 10a causes the ambient air to flow 
across the first heat exchanger component 6a to generate the HOT HUMID AIR from the 
ambient air flowing across the wetted first heat exchanger component 6a. The second fan 
assembly 10b causes the ambient air to flow across the second heat exchanger component 6b 
to generate the HOT DRY AIR from the ambient air flowing across the remaining dry portion of 
the second heat exchanger component 6b. Since the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR 
are isolated from one another, the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR are exhausted from 
the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus separately from one another. Specifically, the first fan 
assembly 10a exhausts the HOT HUMID AIR from the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus 900 
and second fan assembly 10b exhausts the HOT DRY AIR from the hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus 900.

[0047] Since the HOT HUMID AIR and the HOT DRY AIR are isolated from one another, it is 
possible that a plume P might form above the first fan assembly 10a under the appropriate 
atmospheric conditions. In brief, although the ninth embodiment of the hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus 900 might not abate plume P, it does conserve water.

[0048] In order to execute the method of the ninth embodiment of hybrid heat exchanger 
apparatus 900 the present invention, the steps of distributing evaporative cooling water on the 
heat exchanger device and causing ambient air to flow across the heat exchanger device are 
identical to the method to execute the method of the first through eighth embodiments of the 
hybrid heat exchanger device described above. In addition thereto, to execute the method of 
the ninth embodiment of the hybrid heat exchanger device 900, the HOT HUMID AIR and the 
HOT DRY AIR are isolated from one another inside the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus and 
thereafter the HOT HUMID AIR and HOT DRY AIR are then exhausted from the hybrid heat 
exchanger apparatus as separate air-flow streams.

[0049] For the embodiments of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus of the present invention, 
water conservation is achieved primarily in two ways. First, a lesser amount of cooling water 
CW is used when the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus is in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode than 
in the WET mode. For example, compare Figures 4 and 5. Second, a lesser amount of 
evaporation of the cooling water CW occurs in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode than in the WET 
mode. To further explain, in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode, an upstream portion of the hot fluid 
flowing through an upstream-side of the heat exchanger coils of the hybrid heat exchanger 
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apparatus is cooled upstream by dry cooling and a downstream portion of the hot fluid (that 
has already flowed through the upstream side of the heat exchanger coils and cooled by dry 
cooling) is further cooled by evaporative cooling from a wetted, downstream-side of the heat 
exchanger coils. Thus, the embodiments of the hybrid heat exchanger apparatus are 
considered to have enhanced dry cooling capabilities in the HYBRID WET/DRY mode for 
conservation of water and, possibily, for abatement of plume.

[0050] The present invention, may, however, be embodied in various different forms and 
should not be construed as limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth herein; rather, 
these exemplary embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and 
complete and will fully convey the scope of the present invention to those skilled in the art. For 
instance, although the drawing figures depict the first operating zone Z1 as a wet zone and the 
second operating zone Z2 as a dry zone, it is possible, with mechanical adjustments in some 
instances and without mechanical adjustments in other instances, it is possible that the first 
operating zone Z1 is a dry zone and the second operating zone Z2 is a wet zone. Further, the 
heat exchanger device described herein might be a condenser.
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Krav

1. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning (100), der omfatter:

en beholder (4), der har en topvæg (4a), en bundvæg (4b) og en pluralitet af sidevægge 

(4c) tilsluttet top- og bundvæggene for at danne et generelt boksformet kammer (14), 

hvor kammeret (14) har en vandbassinkammerdel (14a) defineret, delvist, af 

bundvæggen (4b) til at rumme fordampningskølevand en udløbskammerdel (14b), der 

er defineret, delvist, af topvæggen (4a) og en central kammerdel (14c), der er 

defineret, delvist, mellem modstående sidevægge (4c) og placeret mellem 

vandbassinkammerdelen (14a) og udløbskammerdelen (14b), hvor topvæggen er 

formet med et luftudløb (16) i forbindelse med udløbskammerdelen (14b), mindst én 

sidevæg formet med et luftudløb (18) i forbindelse med den centrale kammerdel (14c); 

en varmeveksleranordning (6); et kølevandsfordelingssystem (8), der har mindst én 

vandfordelingsmanifold (24), der strækker sig hen over den centrale kammerdel (14c) 

og placeret hen over og ved siden af varmeveksleranordningen (6) og mindst én 

pumpe (26a, 26b) til pumpning af fordampningskølevand fra vandbassinkammerdelen 

(14a) til og gennem vandfordelingsmanifolden (24), og derved fordelende 

fordampningskølevand på varmeveksleranordningen (6); og en luftstrømsmekanisme 

(10) til at få omgivelsesluft til at strømme gennem hybridvarmeveksleranordningen fra 

luftindløbet (18), på tværs af varmeveksleranordningen (6) og 

vandfordelingsmanifolden (24) og gennem luftudløbet (16); kendetegnet ved, at 

varmeveksleranordningen er placeret i og strækker sig hen over den centrale 

kammerdel (14c) ved siden af og under udløbskammerdelen (14b) og leder varm 

væske derigennem fra en kilde til varm væske (22); og ved, at hybridvarmeveksleren 

omfatter:

en del (38) til lodret opdeling af mindst varmeveksleranordningen, så der, når 

hybridvarmevekslerenheden er i hybrid våd/tør tilstand, er den våde del (6a) af
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varmevekslerenheden og den resterende tørre del (6b) af varmevekslerenheden 

afgrænset; og en styreenhed til at få varmeveksleranordningen til at køre i én af en våd 

tilstand, en tør tilstand og en hybrid våd/tør tilstand således, at:

i våd tilstand strømføres både luftstrømsmekanismen (10) og 

kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8), hvilket resulterer i, at omgivelsesluften strømmer 

hen over varmevekslerenheden (6) og fordampningskølevandet fordeles på og hen 

over varmevekslerenheden for at generere varm fugtig luft, der efterfølgende løber ud 

gennem luftudløbet (16), i tør tilstand strømføres kun luftstrømsmekanismen (10), 

mens strømmen til kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8) fjernes, hvilket resulterer i, at 

omgivelsesluften løber hen over varmevekslerenheden (6), uden at 

fordampningskølevandet bliver fordelt på og hen over varmevekslerenheden (6) for at 

generere varm tør luft, der efterfølgende løber ud gennem luftudløbet (16), og i den 

hybride våd/tør tilstand strømføres luftstrømsmekanismen (10) og 

kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8), så kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8) fordeler 

fordampningskølevandet hen over og på varmevekslerenheden på en måde, så kun en 

del (6a) af varmevekslerenheden fugtes, mens en resterende del (6b) af 

varmevekslerenheden er tør, og samtidigt får luftstrømsmekanismen (10) den 

omgivende luft til at løbe hen over varmevekslerenheden for at generere varmt fugtigt 

luft fra omgivelsesluften, der strømmer hen over den våde del (6a) af 

varmevekslerenheden, og varm tør luft fra omgivelsesluften strømmer hen over den 

resterende tørre del (6b) af varmevekslerenheden.

2. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 1, hvori, efter at 

kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8) fordeler fordampningskølevandet hen over og på 

varmevekslerenheden på en måde, der fugter en del (6a) af varmevekslerenheden, 

mens en resterende del af varmevekslerenheden er tør (6b), og luftstrømsmekanismen 

(10) får omgivelsesluft til at strømme hen over varmevekslerenheden for at generere 

den varme fugtige luft fra den omgivende luft, der løber hen over den våde del (6a) af 

varmevekslerenheden, og den varme tørre luft fra omgivelsesluften løber hen over 
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den resterende tørre del (6b) af varmevekslerenheden, den varme fugtige og den 

varme tørre luft blandes og danner en varm luftblanding, der efterfølgende løber ud 

gennem luftudløbet (16).

3. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 1 eller 2, hvori delen (38) er 

placeret i en hybridvarmeveksleranordning på en måde, der isolerer den varme fugtige 

luft og den varme tørre luft fra hinanden inden i varmeveksleranordningen, så den 

varme fugtige luft og den varme tørre luft udstødes separat fra 

hybridvarmeveksleranordningen.

4. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af de foregående krav, hvori 

varmevekslerenheden omfatter en første varmevekslerkomponent (6a) og en anden 

varmevekslerkomponent (6b) enten i flydende forbindelse med den første 

varmevekslerkomponent eller væskeisoleret fra den første varmevekslerkomponent.

5. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 4, hvori delen (38) er placeret 

lodret mindst mellem den første varmevekslerkomponent (6a) og den anden 

varmevekslerkomponent (6b) således, at når hybridvarmeveksleranordningen er i 

hybrid våd/tør tilstand, er en første driftszone (Zl) i den centrale kammerdel (14c) og 

en anden driftszone (Z2) i den centrale kammerdel (14c) afgrænsede.

6. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 5, hvori den første driftszone (Zl) 

i den centrale kammerdel (14c) har en vandret første driftszonebredde (WZ1), og den 

anden driftszone i den centrale kammerdel (14c) har en vandret anden 

driftszonebredde (WZ2), den vandrette første driftszonebredde (WZ1) og den 

vandrette anden driftszone (WZ2) er enten ens eller forskellige fra hinanden.

7. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 6, hvori enten den første 

varmevekslerkomponent (6a) og den anden varmevekslerkomponent (6b) er i parallel 

flydende forbindelse med hinanden; eller den første varmevekslerkomponent (6a) og 
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den anden varmevekslerkomponent (6b) er i seriel flydende forbindelse med 

hinanden; eller den første varmevekslerkomponent (6a) og den anden 

varmevekslerkomponent (6b) er væskeisoleret fra hinanden.

8. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af krav 4 til 7, hvori den første 

varmevekslerkomponent (6a) er enten en rørstruktur (34), en fyldmaterialestruktur 

(6al, 6bl) og en kombination af både rørstrukturen og fyldmaterialestrukturen er 

arrangeret lodret med én ovenpå den anden; og den anden varmevekslerkomponent 

(6b) er enten rørstrukturen (34), fyldmaterialestrukturen (6al, 6bl) og kombinationen 

af både rørstrukturen og fyldmaterialestrukturen arrangeret lodret ovenpå den anden.

9. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 8, hvori rørstrukturen (34) er én 

afen konfiguration med snoede rør, en hoved-boks-konfiguration (44a, 44b) og en lige 

gennemgående konfiguration.

10. En hybridvarmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 9, hvori rørstrukturen (34) 

omfatter enten en pluralitet af rør med finner (34a, 36) eller en pluralitet af bare rør 

(34a) eller en kombination af pluraliteten af rørene med finner og pluraliteten af de 

bare rør.

11. En varmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af de foregående krav, hvori 

kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8) omfatter en ventil (40), og hvori mindst én 

vandfordelingsmanifold (24) inkluderer en første vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24a), og 

en anden vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24b) med ventilen placeret derimellem, så når 

ventilen (40) er i åben tilstand, er den første og anden vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24a, 

24b) i væskeforbindelse med hinanden, og, når ventilen (40) er i en lukket tilstand, er 

den første og anden vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24a, 24b) væskeisoleret fra hinanden.

12. En varmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af kravene 1 til 10, hvori mindst én 

pumpe omfatter en første pumpe (26a) og en anden pumpe (26b), den mindst ene 
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vandfordelingsmanifold (24) omfatter en første vandfordelingsmanifold (24a) og en 

anden vandfordelingsmanifold (24b), den første pumpe (26a) og den første 

vandfordelingsmanifold (24a) er i selektiv væskekommunikation med hinanden, og den 

anden pumpe (26b) og den anden vandfordelingsmanifold (24b) er i selektiv

5 væskekommunikation med hinanden.

13. En varmeveksleranordning i henhold til krav 12, hvori opdelingen (38) strækker sig 

ud over niveauet for kølevandsfordelingssystemet (8).

10 14. En varmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af de foregående krav, hvori

opdelingen (38) strækker sig under over niveauet for varmevekslerenheden (6).

15. En varmeveksleranordning i henhold til ethvert af de kravene 11 til 14, hvori 

delingen (38) er placeret mellem den første vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24a) og en

15 anden vandfordelingsmanifolddel (24b).
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